GOLDEN CHANGE…. A VISION & REALITY FOR MANKIND
In Memory of Visionary: Shiva Vangara

For Auro Galaxy and Auro Immortality....(Twin Universal
Eco-Floating Cities), to be Adapted for the movie
"SAVITRI" - A Mantra for the Transformation of the
World.
Preamble:
A wonderful and realizable DREAM of founding a place
upon earth, where only selfless love and complete
harmony will prevail and no laws, only sensible
arrangements of 'an inner law of beauty' may be suffice
to fulfill the aim of the Divine.
Auro Galaxy, Auro Immortality Twin Universal Eco-Floating Cities, which belong to nobody in particular
but to Humanity as a whole, will be self- sustaining cities in nobody's land of the Sea. Technology is
readily available to realize this dream.
There will be 150,000 people from 193 UN Member states and 44 non-member states
of the World living as ONE Human Family of LOVE and Oneness, in the Spirit's Multiple Oneness. Auro
Galaxy/Auro Immortality are self-sustained Eco-Cities on the Sea towards the Future.
The Mother, (Founder of Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry), and her Dream towards the inevitable
future of the world is the inspiration behind this Galaxy of Multiple One spark souls of the Divine.
However, when there are people who join from various states of the world and from various nations,
societies, religions, etc, there is a need of having a Foundation for these floating Eco-friendly cities.
These cities belong to no one but the “Divine”. These cities will be a human Laboratory of Evolution,
where a discipline towards the next level of human evolution takes
place through the Five Fold Psychological Perfection of Mental, Vital,
Physical, Psychic and Spiritual as envisioned by Sri Aurobindo and The
Mother, India pioneers and announcers of the inevitable course of
evolution in earth-consciousness and the emergence of a New Race,
New Species. The entire life and work in these twin cities are aimed
towards this realization.
It is proposed that these twin cities floating in the international
waters of the Bay of Bengal, east of Pondicherry, India be mainly
organized by the founders/members of the proposed Board. As such,
it will be a ‘New Creation’, a ‘New World Consciousness’ of UNITY and
LOVE and ONENESS, which will nurture and sustain this utopian garden of the Divine on this blue planet.
To take the message of Love and Oneness further, future plans is set to adapt/promote Sri Aurobindo’s
“SAVITRI”, (the longest epic poem in English).... into one of the most powerful mass median,
HOLLYWOOD MOVIE, inclusive of the envisioned “Twin Eco-floating Cities”, Auro Galaxy and Auro
Immortality which will serve as “Mantra’s for the Transformation of the World”.
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